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Welcome to the event.

We are delighted to welcome you to the Inspiring Leaders residential Leadership Conference 2022.
 
We are really looking forward welcoming you to our 2022 conference focussing on ‘Excellence in Leadership’. 
We have a wide range of keynote speakers and workshop leaders from within and beyond the education 
sector who will joining us over the coming two days to share their experience, expertise, and examples of 
leadership. As always, we work hard to create inputs which challenge your thinking, introduce different
perspectives, and give you a chance to be inspired.
 
As school and MAT Leaders, you are working in extremely turbulent times and it is important that you have 
the opportunity to get away from your settings to reflect, refresh and learn from and with leaders from the 
Inspiring Leaders community. At this year’s event we have created a wider range of options for delegates to 
access which include access to a cinema room, a tour of the FA Football centre, a running club and as always 
full access to the hotel’s recreation facilities. We hope you can take advantage of these facilities during the 
event and take a little bit of time for yourselves over the two days.
 
We would like to thank all our sponsors for their support in organising this conference. It is important school 
and MAT leaders recognise the expertise that wider education suppliers provide to help schools and MATs 
be more efficient and effective. We encourage all delegates to take time to visit our event sponsors over the 
two days and see how this range of partners can help you in your setting, beyond the event. Special thanks 
go to Propelo, our premier sponsor for continuing to be a close partner of Inspiring Leaders, we are very 
grateful for this continued partnership.
 
In this brochure you will find all the information about the conference but please feel free to ask our team if 
you have any questions.
 
We hope you enjoy a wonderful conference and thank you again for attending.
 

A WARM WELCOME
Inspiring Leaders Leadership Conference 2022

James Brown
Managing Director
Inspiring Leaders

Chris Abbott
Chair of Trustees
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All of our conference resources can be accessed by visiting our
Google Drive.

Use this QR code to access the link.
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TIME

Event Registration Opens

DAY 1

DETAILS LOCATION

08:30 Main Reception

Welcome & Introduction09:10 Sir Bobby Robson Ballroom

Keynote 1: Lord Chris Holmes09:30 Sir Bobby Robson Ballroom

Coffee Break10:30

11:00 Sir Bobby Robson Ballroom

Lunch12:00

Optional NTU Workshop

Trust Workshop Round 113:00

Andy Wolfe Sir Bobby Robson Ballroom

Emma Turner Drum

Garrick Jones - Curious Advantage Lecture Theatre

Coffee Break14:00

Trust Workshop Round 214:15

Discovery Trust Ron Greenwood

Flying High Trust Drum

Redhill Trust Howard Wilkinson

Djanogly Trust Club England

Increasing Pupil Numbers In Schools Lecture Theatre

Coffee Break15:15

Keynote 3: Dylan Wiliam15:30 Sir Bobby Robson Ballroom

Day One Close16:30

AGENDA
Inspiring Leaders Leadership Conference 2022

12:25-12:50 Lecture Theatre

Keynote 2: Rob Chatwin
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TIME

FREE TIME & DINNER PLANS

DETAILS LOCATION

Use of Leisure Facilities16:30 Leisure Centre

Running Club (30mins)17:45-18:15 Meet in the Lobby

Drinks & Canapes Reception19:00 Function Bar

Evening Meal19:45 Sir Bobby Robson Ballroom

Live Music & Cinema RoomFollowing Dinner

Don’t forgot to tag us in your tweets @leaderstoday

AGENDA
Inspiring Leaders Leadership Conference 2022

Dylan Wiliam Twilight16:40-17:30 Lecture Theatre

Tour of FA Football Centre17:00-18:00 Meet in the Lobby
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TIME

Breakfast

DAY 2

DETAILS LOCATION

Fron 07:30 Restaurant

Welcome Messages09:00 Sir Bobby Robson Ballroom

Keynote 4: Annie Murphy Paul09:15 Sir Bobby Robson Ballroom

Workshop Round 3 - External Perspectives10.30

Youth Sport Trust - Well Trust Award Club England

Emma Turner & David Goodwin Ron Greenwood

Phil Page & Dirk Smith Theatre

Coffee Break11:30

Event Close13:15

Dr David Dixon Howard Wilkinson

Keynote 5: Kriss Akabusi12:00 Sir Bobby Robson Ballroom

Lunch13:15 Sir Bobby Robson Ballroom

AGENDA
Inspiring Leaders Leadership Conference 2022

Emma Kell & Clemmie Stewart The Executive Drum

Coffee Break10:15
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“We encourage everyone to visit our sponsors in the Market Place at some point over 
the course of the conference. Our sponsors have been carefully selected and we truly 
believe they will add value to your experience.”

Inspiring Leaders would like to thank our sponsors for their generosity in supporting our 
event. As a not-for-profit event, we would not be able to pull together the wonderful 
programme without the support of our valued partners. Our sponsors for this years event 
include:

Premier Event Sponsor

Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors

Other Sponsors

A THANK YOU
To Our Sponsors

“

”
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Keynote Title: Leadership lessons on inclusion,
innovation, talent and technology. 

Chris is a passionate advocate for the potential of technology and the benefits of diversity and 
inclusion. He has previously co-authored House of Lords Select Committee Reports on: Democracy 
and Digital Technologies, Intergenerational Fairness, Artificial Intelligence, Financial Exclusion, Social 
Mobility and Digital Skills. An ex-Paralympic swimmer, Chris won nine gold, five silvers and one 
bronze medal across four Games, including a record haul of six golds at Barcelona1992.

When I lost my sight aged 14, it was my teacher and teammates, friends and 
family that got me through. The attitudes of those around me became everything 
and I was lucky enough to benefit from what I - didn’t then - but do now describe 
as inclusive leadership” says Chris. In his powerful keynote Chris explains how 
those early experiences shaped his own approach to leadership. Why he believes 
true inclusion unlocks talent and leads to innovation. Why he remains passionate 
about the potential of emerging technologies and why leaders succeed when 
they are constantly learning. Chris will talk about how he applied these lessons 
and more as Captain of the GB Paralympic swim team for 5 years, Director at 
London 2012, active member of the House of Lords and Deputy Chair at Channel 4. 

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Inspiring Leaders Leadership Conference 2022

Biography

“

”

OF RICHMOND MBE

Lord (Chris) Holmes
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Inspiring Leaders Leadership Conference 2022

Rob is Group Chief Executive Office of Eden Project International (EPIL). Rob joined Eden in January 
2022, after previously working as an Executive Vice President and a member of the Group 
Operating Board at Natura & Co. Rob was also the Chief Transformation Officer at Avon and at the 
Body Shop as part of the integration programme into the Natura Group. Rob is a Brazilian national, 
a UK Chartered Accountant and has an MBA from IMD in Lausanne, Switzerland.

Biography

EDEN PROJECT CEO

Rob Chatwin

Keynote Title: The Eden Story & expansion - Influence
on curriculum. Sustainibility is dull - but what can be done?

“

”

In the late 1990s a small group gathered to talk about an idea – to create a place 
like nothing anyone had ever seen before; a place that explored our place in
nature, a place that demonstrated what could be done if people who wanted to 
make a difference got together. We bought an exhausted, steep-sided clay pit 60 
metres deep, with no soil, 15 metres below the water table, and essentially gave it 
life. This is where the Eden Project began. Since then we have created a home for 
thousands of plant species, hosted G7 climate summit, created a diverse range of 

environmental project and taken steps to grow our work across the world!
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“

”

Dylan William

Keynote Title: The role of school leaders in preparing
young people for a world no-one can imagine

Dylan Wiliam is Emeritus Professor of Educational Assessment at University College London. After
a first degree in mathematics and physics, and one year teaching in a private school, he taught in
inner-city schools in London for seven years. Over the last 15 years, his academic has focused on 
the use of assessment to support learning (sometimes called formative assessment). He now works 
with groups of teachers all over the world on developing formative assessment practices.

Biography

Over recent decades, it has become clear that, for young people to flourish,
higher levels of educational achievement will be needed. However, since most 
students currently in school are likely to still be working in the final quarter of 
the century, it is also essential that students leave school with a passion 
to continue learning—much of what they will need hasn’t been discovered or 
invented yet. In this keynote address, Dylan Wiliam will argue that to resolve 
this tension, school leaders need to become critical consumers of educational 
research, being aware of the research, but also judging the appropriateness of 

research findings for their context. 

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Inspiring Leaders Leadership Conference 2022

EMERITUS PROFESSOR AT UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON

Dylan Wiliam

”
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“

”

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Inspiring Leaders Leadership Conference 2022

Annie is an acclaimed science writer whose work has appeared in the New York Times, the Boston 
Globe, Scientific American, Slate, Time magazine, and The Best American Science Writing, among 
many other publications. She has also received the Spencer Education Reporting Fellowship and the 
Rosalyn Carter Mental Health Journalism Fellowship. A graduate of Yale University and theC olumbia 
University Graduate School of Journalism, she has served as a lecturer at Yale University and as a 
senior advisor at the Yale University Poorvu Center for Teaching and Learning.

“Use your head.” That’s what we tell ourselves when facing a tricky problem or 
a difficult project. But a growing body of research indicates that we’ve got it
exactly backwards. What we need to do is think outside the brain. A host of
“extra-neural” resources—the feelings and movements of our bodies, the physical 
spaces in which we learn and work, and the minds of those around us— can help 
us focus more intently, comprehend more deeply, and create more imaginatively. 
In her presentation, science writer Annie Murphy Paul will outline the research 

behind this exciting new vision of human ability.

Biography

ACCLAIMED SCIENCE WRITER

Annie Murphy Paul

Keynote Title: The Extended Mind: The Power of
Thinking Outside the Brain
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“

””

Kriss rose to fame on the athletics track, where his greatest individual triumph was winning the 
gold medal in the 1990 European Championships. Having amassed three Olympic medals, as well 
as World, European and Commonwealth titles, Kriss was bestowed with an even greater honour 
in 1992: an MBE awarded by her Majesty the Queen in recognition of his services to the country 
through athletics. Since retiring Kriss has become a successful TV personality, journalist and
business leader.

An autobiographical review of Kriss’s experience in his life of Excellence and 
Leadership in a VUCA world. Themes covered via anecdotal evidence, storytelling, 
and poetry include: Leadership, Mentor/Coach, Paradigm shift, and Teamwork. 
Some interactive exercise in the presentation will highlight how schemata,
inner mental models and perceptional frameworks we have may hinder or help 
in everyday relationships, in pursuit of excellence. And, how TRUST is the
fundamental framework for success within teams. Finally the 1991 - 4 x 400m 
relay race at the World Championships of Athletics will be used to highlight how 
small changes can make a massive positive difference to achieve success in the arena.

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Inspiring Leaders Leadership Conference 2022

Keynote Title: Inspiring Excellence in a VUCA World

Biography

WORLD & OLYMPIC MEDALIST

Kriss Akabusi MBE
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WORKSHOPS
Round 1 - Curiosity, Culture & Curriculum

Building an ethic of excellence: Flourishing Adults in Flourishing Schools
Andy Wolfe - Church of England
Sir Bobby Robson Ballroom

The Curious Advantage - The Greatest Driver of Value in the Digital Age
Garrick Jones & Paul Ashcroft  - Curious Advantage
Lecture Theatre

Simplicitus – The Interconnected Curriculum

Emma Turner - Education & Leadership Specialist

The Curious Advantage is an exploration of the idea of curiosity and its increasing importance 
for thriving in the digital age. Curiosity is a skill that organizations and individuals must nurture 
to embrace a lifelong learning mindset and thrive in the future. Discover the 7Cs model of
Curiosity that provides individuals with a practical framework for how to be successfully
Curious and use Curiosity as a power skill to unlock their own potential. Explore how curiosity 
is being implemented in some of the world’s greatest organisations.

Without flourishing adults, there will be no flourishing pupils. What kind of culture do leaders 
need to create to enable the flourishing of their teams – not just for the short term success of 
their outcomes, but for the long term sustainability of their organisations. In his recent book, 
Flourishing Together, Andy Wolfe unpacks 5 key research domains of flourishing – Purpose, 
Relationships, Teaching, Resources and Wellbeing. In this seminar Andy will be drawing on this 
research plus the wisdom of Sonia Thompson/Ron Berger’s Ethic of Excellence, as he inspires 
to a deeper vision of flourishing together as leaders – for we flourish together, not alone.

Based on the number one bestselling curriculum book, “Simplicitus”, in this session Emma will 
introduce her Interconnected Curriculum model, used successfully by thousands of curriculum 
leads and schools both nationally and internationally. Drawing on a rich research base and 
decades of school based curriculum and leadership experience, Emma will provide a walk 
through of how to systematically and strategically design and review your curriculum so that it 
integrates what we know about cognitive science, child development and subject specific best 
practice. Whether your school uses single subject teaching or thematic or topic approaches, 
the interconnected model provides a rigorous lens through which to view your current curriculum 
provision and its effectiveness. 

Executive Drum
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WORKSHOPS
Round 2 - Stories From Our Trusts

Providing teachers the time to teach
David Briggs - Discovery Trust
Ron Greenwood

Leading teaching and learning: A science or an art?
Claire Stirland, Steve Varnam & Pete Wilkes - Flying High Trust
Executive Drum

Teaching and learning is complicated. Teachers are required to alter their practice on a daily
basis and use a range of strategies, resources and skills, some of which we may not know 
about, understand or have the necessary skills to deliver. Teachers are brain developers, it’s 
a difficult job and one in which the teacher never stops learning. In this interactive workshop 
colleagues will explore the challenges faced with finding the time and space for teachers to 
learn and develop their practice, aswell as discussing and sharing some possible solutions, 
David will also share the outcomes of an exciting initiative within Discovery Trust and the 
journey that continues in providing time to learn for all.

At the Flying High Trust we are determined that all children will be taught by an excellent 
teacher every single day of their primary education. Leading on the development of teaching 
and learning is a paramount priority. This workshop will take you on our leadership journey, 
starting from research into the science of how children learn through to the art of crafting 
and shaping high-quality lessons. You will find out about our strategies for developing expert 
Teaching and Learning leaders and our trust-wide approach to lesson design, including how 
adaptive teaching supports the best possible outcomes for all children. 

“

”

In this workshop round delegates can join one of 5 sessions led by
our strategic partner MATs who are sharing examples of excellence from 
within their partnerships. Sessions are led by leaders from each of these 
MATs with and additional workshop being offered by Nottingham Business 
School in a session designed for MAT central team colleagues.
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WORKSHOPS
Round 2 - Stories From Our Trusts

A curriculum ‘Just like me’
JB Francis & Vonny Shelly - Djanogoly Trust
Club England

Raising the profile of your school
Julie Rosborogh - Nottingham Business School
Lecture Theatre

How to adapt your curriculum in order that it reflects the Cultural Capital of your school. 
To challenge participants to adapt their curriculum by considering if it engages and excites 
their children. Does your curriculum provide opportunities that mirror the children’s heritage, 
background and interests? JB and Vonny will describe their journey at Springfield Academy 
and the positive impact it has had on the children and staff. Our aim will be to challenge and 
inspire you to consider what your curriculum is providing for your children and to share links 
to resources and ideas. Be prepared for some reflective conversations!!

Marketing For Schools: Can the commercial sector teach schools?
In the session modern marketing methods and ideas from the commercial sector will be 
shared to help those tasked with delivering marketing in schools achieve their targets. A case 
study from the school sector will be shared to display good practice in aligning school vision 
and mission with marketing activity.

Ten practical strategies to help secure good personal development
Steph Dyce & Steve Bowhay  - Redhill Trust
Howard Wilkinson

This workshop covers practical approaches used to promoting and securing good pupil
personal development in Redhill Trust schools. It covers strategies with early years right 
through to post-16 students. These practical ideas have been praised by Ofsted in recent
inspections, and are well received by teachers, pupils and parents. Themes covered will
include student leadership, pupil pledges and encouraging equality and diversity through pupil 
voice.
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WORKSHOPS
Round 3 - Educational Workshops From External Partners 

The Wells School Award and wider YST initiatives

Chris Wright & Ruth Mann - Youth Sport Trust & Sarah Johnson from Redhill
Academy Trust
Club England

Well School Trust 1 hour workshop for strategic leaders. This session will introduce the Well 
School concept to Trust leaders and explore how it can support Trust-wide approaches to 
improving wellbeing.
• Context for Well Schools – what is the Well School movement and why is it needed?
• Concept of a Well School Trust – how can the Well Led, Well Equipped, Well Prepared                                                                                                                                         
   framework support Trust-wide approaches to wellbeing?
• Aligning Trust Outcomes – How can the Well School approach drive wider Trust outcomes?
• Leadership & Commitment – What needs to be in place to ensure an effective Well Trust                                                                                                                                            
   approach?
• Contribution of PE and Sport - How does your current PE, school sport and physical activity                                                                                                                                         
   offer connect with your broader health and wellbeing strategy?
• Case study example from Redhill Academy Trust of approaches to building a Well School                                                                                                                                           
   Trust and improving wellbeing through PE & school sport.

In this workshop round we welcome several external educational experts 
to provide us with insight and expertise in several areas of leadership

including parental engagement, wellbeing and sustainability.

“
”

The Extended Mind - In Action
Emma Turner & David Goodwin - Authors
Ron Greenwood

In this session, David Goodman (secondary) and Emma Turner (primary) two of the co authors 
of ‘The Extended Mind - In Action’ explain how teachers can benefit from the concept of the 
extended mind and explore how to integrate the ideas practically in the classroom. Building 
on the original book by Annie Murphy Paul, this session will look at how to take ideas and
research from philosophy, cognative science and evolutionary psychology to understand 
aspects of how humans learn, and look at how we can translate this into effective classroom 
practice.
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Sense & Sustainability : New paradigms for leadership and learning
Dr David Dixon

WORKSHOPS
Round 3 - Educational Workshops From External Partners 

This workshop is a taster for a fascinating workstream which shows how leadership for sustainability 
can be a driver for school improvement (oh yes and can help ‘save the planet’!). 
Firstly, it helps participants to understand what we actually mean by sustainability and takes 
the concept way beyond the realms of ‘Being Green’. This includes systems thinking and generative 
approaches which delivers happier students and staff and enhanced relationships with parents 
and the community. Secondly, it shows at an operational level how an embedded sustainability 
approach can deliver an enriched curriculum, more effective pedagogy, utility cost savings, 
ethical and more efficient procurement and a more environmentally friendly school estate. 
Schools don’t have to be part of the Business As Usual model. With sustainability at their 
hearts, they can be emancipatory for all stakeholders and assist learners to be part of a positive 
future, rather than one steeped in old fashioned ideas, outdated careers and general gloom 
and doom. The workshop and following workstream are based on the facilitators latest book 
‘Leadership for Sustainability: Saving the Planet One School At A Time’.

Using technology to exand staff subject knowledge
Dirk Smith & Phil Page - Inspiring Leaders
Lecture Theatre

CENTURY Tech is exceptionally proud to support the Inspiring Leaders MAT Leadership
Conference - We have a long standing relationship with the partnership and this year the 
ntroduction of our SCITT initiative will strengthen our strong links going forward.

This workshop will cover: 
• Our motivations behind using technology to improve trainee teachers’ subject knowledge 
• The results of our pilot and subsequent roll out 
• The impact of its use, including feedback from stakeholders 
• ‘Have a go’ - trial some of the key elements of the technology yourself 
• Next steps, including how the technology could support the subject knowledge improvement                                                                                                                                      
   of staff in your school

Howard Wilkinson
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WORKSHOPS
Round 3 - Educational Workshops From External Partners 

Lunchtime Workshops

Julie Rosborough - Nottingham Trent University
Lecture Theatre

Colleagues are welcome to join 25 minute session at lunchtime where Julie Rosborough 
from Nottingham Business School who will share information about how leaders can access 
the Level 7 Apprenticeship in Senior Leadership. The apprenticeship offers the opportunity 
to consolidate your managerial and leadership experience so far to be able to work more
effectively across functions. For colleagues in Schools/MATs this would suit leaders in MAT 
central teams, school business professionals or school leaders looking for an interesting
professional development experience. Once the level 7 is completed, learners are welcome
to join the Executive MBA programme which is discounted for those working in the public 
sector. To find out more please join Julie for this optional session.

Excellence in parental engagement
Clemmie Stewart & Emma Kell

An interactive, research-based and solution-focused session on how schools can most effectively 
build positive working relationships with parents and carers. What factors are currently affecting 
parental engagement in your communities? To what extent do parents know they matter and 
feel part of the school community and how do you know? How does the language colleagues 
use when speaking with - and about - parents affect engagement, and do parents really know 
how much they matter? Using models and survey findings to inspire discussion, you will have 
the opportunity to share successes, challenges and ways forward with colleagues and to 
identify next steps to ensure excellence in working with the parents and carers of your young 
people.

Executive Drum
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Further
Opportunities
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£250 per person
23rd January 2022, 28th Febuary 2022, 22nd March 2022

Flying High Trust - 2a Vickery Way, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 6RY 

TO FIND OUT MORE, EMAIL INFO@INSPIRINGLEADERSTODAY.COM
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Improving teaching for 
better student outcomes

Find out more about 
ProgressTeaching Vision 
and join the thousands of 
teachers improving their 
quality of teaching with 
ProgressTeaching

progressteaching.com/vision   |   info@progressteaching.com   |   0333 242 039 

ProgressTeaching Vision is a one-of-a-kind dashboard. Integrated 
with the ProgressTeaching platform, it instantly shows you the 
quality of teaching at your schools.

At the click of a button, you can 
identify strengths and areas for 
development across your trust 
by school, subject, habit, year 
group and teacher. This allows 
you to:
 
 • Make informed decisions 
about CPD needs

 • Identify and nurture talent
 • Share best practices 

Easily understand how your 
trust is progressing and 
ensure that all your teachers 
are constantly improving 
to meet your vision with 
ProgressTeaching.

“Genius! I can see the CPD needs 
across the trusts in seconds.” 

David Briggs
DIRECTOR OF PRIMARY EDUCATION

DISCOVERY TRUST
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The Youth Sport Trust is the UK’s leading charity 
improving every young person’s education and 
development through sport and play. Our support  
aims to equip educators and empower young people 
with the vision of creating a future where every child 
enjoys the life-changing benefits of play and sport.

We invite you to join us for a series of free virtual 1-hour workshops 
for Trust and school leaders, teachers & practitioners, delivered in 
partnership with Inspiring Leaders.  

Title: Building a brighter future where every 
child enjoys the life-changing benefits of 
play and sport

Synopsis: A Youth Sport Trust senior leader 
will outline how we are working with working 
with ‘Multi Academy Trusts’ to take urgent 
action and help build back young people’s 
health, happiness and resilience.  The session 
will outline the current landscape for PE, 
Sport and Play, including the latest research 
and evidence. Focusing on the important 
role it plays in improving pupils’ abilities to 
learn and how it should be at the heart of all 
Trust’s civic responsibilities.

DATE/TIME: Weds 8th February 4-5pm

Title: How PE, School Sport and Physical 
Activity contributes to the Ofsted Personal 
Development judgement.

Synopsis: Support Trusts to understand 
the role PESSPA can play in translating the 
personal development agenda into good 
practice, focusing on how to nurture pupils’ 
character and develop social and emotional 
skills in a whole school approach. YST’s My 
Personal Best approach will be explored, 
supporting schools and Trusts to explicitly 
plan for and deliver a life skills PE curriculum.

DATE/ TIME: Weds 17th May 4-5pm

Title: Developing a clear vision for PE in your 
schools & Trust

Synopsis: Exploring the purpose and 
principles of PE - unpicking the curriculum 
intent of PE that is fit for purpose for your 
context today and encompasses your  
Trust and school values.  Consider what  
a consistent vision and strategic approach 
for PE looks like across the Trust.

DATE/TIME: Weds 15th March 4-5pm

Title: Power of an Active Mind 

Synopsis: Understand the connections 
between lifestyle, mental health and 
achievement in young people, and how 
to apply interventions in the classroom to 
support young people in managing stress 
more effectively.  Recognise the link between 
physical activity and readiness to learn,  
and how to design physical activity 
interventions to tackle this. 

DATE/ TIME: Weds 28th June 4-5pm 

To book a place on these free virtual workshops, please email 
multiacademytrusts@youthsporttrust.org
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www.propelo.co.uk

www.breedonelectricalservices.co.uk
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www.century.tech

www.naht.org.uk
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www.mynewterm.com

www.brownejacobson.com
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Are you ready to start your journey?
GET IN TOUCH

@ilscitt

info@iltt.org.uk

0116 318 4066

inspiringleaderstoday.com


